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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION 

PARTICIPANTS: Pierre-Elliott Trudeau, Prim.e Minister of Canada 
Allan MacEachen, Secretary of State for External Affairs 

President Ford 
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, Secretary of State and 

Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs 
Lt. General Brent Scowcroft, Deputy A ssistant to the 

President for National Security Affairs 
Arthur Hartm.an, Assistant Secretary of State for 

European Affairs 

DATE AND TIME: Friday, May 30, 1975 
(Following Buffet Luncheon) 

PLACE: NATO Headquarters 
Brussels, Belgium. 

President: Did you talk to Goncalves? 

Trudeau: Yes. I spent a very interesting 40 m.inutes with him.. 

[The press entered. There was m.ore whispered discussion about Portugal. ] 

President: I asked him. categorically whether there were any Com.m.unists 
in the Arm.ed Forces Movem.ent. 


Trudeau: Really. 


MacEachen: Was the Adm.iral there? 


President: Yes. He just sm.iled. 


Trudeau: Maybe they are a bunch of m.ilitary people who are not only not 

interested in political parties but in the Com.m.unists also. Like in Peru. It 
sounded very naive to m.e. 
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MacEachen: I asked the Admiral what he saw in the future e He 
said the parties were full of wind and they had to take the wind out. They 
were just struggling for power, he said. 

Trudeau: I want to thank you for giving us the time. 

[Secretary Kissinger arrived.] 

Kissinger: For a country to have to deal.with Greece and Turkey and Israel 
and the Arabs simultaneously is too much for any country. 

President: We are grateful for the renewal of NORAD. 

Trudeau: We wanted an indefinite renewal, but Parliament said it should be 
five years, and we thought that was okay. 

We are grateful but surprised at your support for our NATO meeting proposal. 
I expect the French will think you put us up to it. 

That you so readily accepted the idea indicate s you accept the idea of giving 
our relations political direction, not just blindly accepting things. We will 
see how it works out. 

Kissinger: Sauvagnargues had no instructions and would have been in trouble 
at home if he had accepted it. 

TrudeauL But the language was not very definitive. 

At the DPC last week, Schlesinger took us on. We want to assure you that 
any decision from our defense review won't lessen our commitment. We will 
retain at least our present commitment in real terms. But I am not sure our 
military are preparing for the right conflict - - like convoy protection. 

Kissinger: There are a number of questions which have been swept under the 
rug. 

Trudeau: Flexible response was never d.efined. Massive retaliation and trip 
wire are more ~bvious. 

President: I was on the Defense Preparedn~ss Subcommittee. I found it very 
useful to get testimony rather than just reading the;Defense annual report. 

We appreciate Canada~s willingness to take' 3, 000 or more-of the Vietnamese 
refugees. 
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Trudeau: It is nice of you to say so. We may be able to take more. 

President: I think the security checks are completed and their skills being put 
into a computer. 

Trudeau: The only otherbilaterial issue I have is on natural gas. I know we 
are creating a problem for you. I hope I am living up to my December co:mm.it 
ment to consult with you. I did make it a two-tier price rise, which cost the 
Province many millions of dollars. 

President: We appreciate that. I went on television the night before I left 
Washington to raise the price of imported crude by $1 a barrel. Congress has 
done literally nothing to get a conservat ion program, a price mechanism, or 
any other means. Or to stimulate our own production. I will soon decontrol 
the old wells. Congress can veto it within five days. They may do so, but 
the law expires August 31, so they would have to pass a new law and we 
could sustain the veto. So one way or ano~her we will raise the prices. 

Trudeau: We have an administered price. We will let it rise toward the world 
price. The gas price will reflect the co:mm.odity value petween them. 

MacEachen: The reaeJon we phased gas \yas becauseof~our co:mm.itment to you. 

Ambassador Porter has a preview of the oil report. We won't make a decision 
on supply before consultations with you. 

President: That is helpful. I note our imports are about 550,000 barrels a 
day. 

Trudeau: You aren't taking as much as we prOi:ni~ed. 

President: Our imports of petroleum are down some. 

Kissinger: It's partly recession""induced. 

Trudeau: How are prices staying up? Economic theory indicates they should drop. 

Kissinger: The Shah is upset about the situation. They are down to five million 
barrels a day. They have papers showing they could go down to 2.5 and still 
meet their commitments. The others are at their margin, so if we can 
convince the Shah to hold the price, we are o~ay. 

Trudeau: That is all I have. Are you going skiing? 

President: I would certainly like to. I'll have more flexibility in 1976 and 77! 
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TH E 	WH ITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 
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MEETING WITH PRIME MINISTER TRUDEAU OF CANA2)A 
Friday, May 30, 1075 
(Following buffet luncheon) 
NATO Headquarter s 
Brus sels, Belgium 

From: Henry A. Kissinger 

1. 	 PURPOSE 

This meeting,at the time of the NA TO Summit, will permit you. a::iG t:";.e 
Prime Minister to review trans-Atlantic and East-West issu.es as ·\~;e:;.. 

as current international developments of mutual interest. 

Your purpose will be: 

-- to review progress on the principal issues at the NATO S:lr::"'.:-ni::, 
and 

-- to stress the importance of Allied solidarity. close cons u:tatior:.s, 
and continued Canadian efforts to maintain the strength of the Alliar.CE:. 

II. 	 BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS AND PRESS ARRANGEMENTS 

A. 	 Background: Your last meeting with Prime Minister Tr:ldsc.u 
(troo-DOH) was on December 4, when he made a one -day workir.:; 
visit to Washington. 

Alliance and East-West Issues: The Canadian GovernmE:nt is curre:.: 
conducting a defense review which is scheduled to be corr~:?leted 
this 	summer. This review may well, because of budgetary 
constraints, lead to further reductions in the Canadian arr:~ed forces 
and 	could lead to a smaller contribution to NA TO and diffic:llt d-.O:'Ce 
regarding peacekeeping roles and future equipment replacerner"t. 
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Although recognizing the strategic i:nportance of S:?air. 'to -':'2 ::;':2 :-:-. 

defense, the Canadian Government is cor:.cerned over ca: 
difficulties involved in closer NA TO links to Spain, L'1. Vle\V C: 
the nature of the Spanish regime and the op?osiHo~l 01 th,z: 
Scandinavian and Benelux countries. Canada also lieves :".3 

is a sensitive time because of recent developments in POY"; 
Consequently, Canada does not support closer lin...'ks S~)ai::--~ at 

this time. 

Canada is amenable to a CSCE summit in Helsinki 
will insist on further Soviet concessions on advance r.ot::.ii:::atien 
of major military maneuvers and on Basket III issuc::s 
contacts). The Canadians have recurrer.tly s ested tha:: .. 
reasonable final results it might be advisable to forego 
meeting at all. 

Canada supports MBFR more for the impact its success we ::"2.V6 

on detente than for its effect on the conventional balarJ.ce iL Ce.::::tra: 
Europe. The Canadians expect to participate in. Pl".ase II rec.lic:;ior.. s 
but are under economic pressures and might support a Europea:'l 
effort to telescope phasing in order to permit early redliction of 
non-US NATO forces. However, they oppose any recucLol;'S 
formulation in which a distinction is made between Canacc..' s :forces 
and thOse of the West Europeans (e. g. ," the Soviet suggestislC 
stationed forces might be reduced before indigenous forceS). 
Canadians favor the introduction of nuclear elements into 
negotiations. 

Bilateral Issues: Earlier this month, the United States 2.nC: C2.naca 
agreed to renew the North America Air Defense (NORAD) ag:::·ee~"_c:.:.: 

for another five-year period. This had become a political is sue ,~ 
Canada, with opponents saying that the manned bomber threc.t :'5 r.C,'l 

negligible and that this link with U. S. strategic defense 5e ci 
Canada1 s sovereignty. 

Another recent positive development in our relations has beer;. :::J,e 
response of the Canadian GOvernment to our appeal for help in 
resettling refugees from Indochina. Canada has agreed to 
3, 000 refugees in addition to the 14, 000 Vietnamese eligib:e fo:: e::-~t:::y 

through Vietnamese relatives residing in Canada. Already sE;verc.l 
hundred Vietnamese have arrived in Canada, some going directly 
from Guam where Canadian immigration officials are wo 
with U. S. officials. 
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:. On the other hand, the Canadian Government 
its intention to increase the price of gas exported to the Cr:itE:;d 
States. This will increase significantly the cost to 0. S. 
consumers especially in the Pacific Northwest and Califc:.'rl:2.. 
The Canadians have given us some private assurances abc0:: 
continuing supply of natural gas in the future. (C 
not participate directly in the Paris Prepcon. 
iroIn the failure of the Prepcon that a productive cdu.ce~ / 
consumer conference on energy is unlikely, eic voice 
muted support for LDC concerns about other raw ~a:cerials, of 
which it is a major exporter. Nonethele ss, Canada has 'o2:::r. a 
strong supporter of consumer solidarity and also COL3erva

tion and accelerated development programs in 

Another source of friction has been Canada ' s active prorr_ocion 
of expanded trade with Cuba. The Canadian Goverr;.ment bel~eves 
that all companies operating in Canada -- inc subsidia:::-ies 
of U. S. companies -- should follow Canadian policy, not £c:reigr;. 
regulation regarding export trade. Ottawa has interceded '.:vit'!:l 
U. S. Government recently in several cases to request that CUQ2.!";. 
trade by U. S. subsidiaries in Canada not be prevented by U. S. 
regulation.. 

B. 	 Participants: Prime Minister Trudeau, Fore Ministel.... :v~acEa 
Henry A. Kissinger and Brent Scowcroft. 

C. 	 Press Arrangements: The meeting will be announced e.s "")2.2": of 
your schedule in Brussels, and there will be a press photo sessio:::-_ 
at the beginning of your talks. 

III. 	 TALKING POINTS 

Introductory 

1. 	 I am pleased that the NATO meeting has afforded us this oppo 
to meet and continue the discussions we began during your visit to 
Washington last December. As I stated in my NATO remarks, s 
consultations are very important. 
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2. 	 I want to note at the outset rny pleasure at 2'er~cwal c:.: ":.:-~'.; 

NORAD agreement for another five years. C0 rat:ic.:.-_ 
remains vitally important to ot::.r mutt::.al security a:.:-.d is a 
significant part of the NATO framework. 

Atlantic Alliance / NA TO Summit 

1. 	 I believe we can be well satisfied with. the NA 

discussions should contribute importantly to the 

of Alliance solidarity and cooperation. 


2. 	 It is my firm belief that no cause is of greater 

peoples -- and to the prospects for peace and stability 

the world_ -- than that of maintaining and demonstrating 

strength and solidarity of the West. 


3. 	 These are times of immense challenge for our cOt::.::ltric s. 
very fact that the issues before us are of such gravi allQ 

complexity makes this NATO summit especially r"cam 2.5 :.c::-_ 
opportunity to reaffirm our determination to resolve :;::;::.-ct.:.-":::-"'-s <:.."_'_ 

to find solutions in the common interest. 

4. 	 As I stated yesterday, the United States remains true to cur Xo::::::. 
Atlantic Treaty commitments. 

5. 	 I am very satisfied with my consultations 0= 
the Alliance on the need to maintain a strong and e, 
to improve the process of consultation, and to proceed 
with the agenda for detente. 

6. 	 Unless the NATO members keep their defense forces 2.::-"0. 

unless we continue modernization, the Alliance will be ex·~rc:':.~.e 

hard pressed to meet the challenges and opportunities we £c:..Ci2:. 

Portugal and NATO 

1. 	 The April 25 election rerults, while encouraging for the Socic:..listz 
and other moderates, will have only slight effect upon the :?:Jlic:'es 
and leadership of the AFM. Continuing unrest and turmoil b 
Portugal, as have taken place recently, are a source oi contirm:'ng 
concern. 
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2. 	 We remain deeply concerned about the radical and neU:CTa:~s; 
policies of the AFM, the presence of CcrJ.-.Lmunist rr...i:... io::)~e:r.:; _;-:.. 

the Cabinet, and the future role of Portugal in Allial:ce. 

Spain and NA TO 

1. 	 It is important to look to the future, and to tne 

the stable, purposeful framework of the North 

can provide to Spain over the coming years. Our 

in Spain make a substantial contribution to the 


2. 	 Spain would be aided in following a stable, mode rate co\.:::'::: E l:: 

is brought into the NATO framework as early as circums';.;ar... cc s 
permit. 

3. 	 We recognize that a number of Allies, i:lcluding C do :lot 
wish to consider Spanish membership in NATO 
in office. However, we should be prepared for the t::-ans:'ti:;n. 
We think it important to begin to indicate to the 
as to our own publics, that a future possibility for a :1. T()~e 

in the Alliance exists. 

CSCE 

1. 	 The Allies have done a good job in developing realisEc 

the CSCE. We hope that Canada will continue to join in 

firm on Western positions, and I know the importance 

ment attache s to the freedom of contact and humanitarian 

in Basket III. 


2. 	 At the same time, we believe the Allies should be realistic in 
demands for Soviet concessions on Confidence Building Me2.s UTeS. 

3. 	 We still assume that results of the Geneva talks will be s 
enough to justify a StageilI summit this year, but we will C01:t:':';.\le 

to withhold a final commitment to a summit until results arc ir. !-.a::.'::. 

MBFR 

1. 	 We have just completed a thorough review of MBFR in whic:-:.. we 
examined what should be done in the near future to help ac't.:'eve 
our MBFR objectives. 
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2. Our review of course included 
nuclear weapons into MBFR. 

3. We have concluded that the addition of nuclear eler,"'ler"t~ to ':~~2 c..5. 
first-phase. reductions offers the best 
existing asymmetry in armor and manpower in Central 
and gaining Eastern acceptance of r:r'.anpower parity 11:. 

4. A prime objective in our examination of this poss Cl~al:g2 

the Alliance position has been to maintain the greatest s::::'-::'le 
flexibility for improving NATO forces militaryeifectiv2l:62s. 

5. We will be presenting to NATO a comprehensive papel' 011 (.:::.::::

views, explaining our proposal in detail. 

Energy/Raw Materials 

1. I regret lack of agreement at the producer-consurner pr 
conference, but believe it better not to move forward wit:-. "'
conference which would clearly not be productive. TiLe PI': 

focus of U. S. international energy initiatives will rema:n 1::-~e 

2. The Prepcon l s failure underscored several points: we ca:r~not 
resolve the energy problem simply by talking to the producers; 
we must take the necessary steps to achieve the conserV2.t:cn ar_d 
development of domestic energy sources which will reduce ou:::' 
dependence on imports, and create the objective conditions £J:::' 

lower oil prices. My recently announced energy measures 
are designed to achieve these ends. 

3. We expect OPEC/LDC solidarity, demonstrated at t:le Pre)co:::, 

4. 

to intensify in future international meetings. At the sa:::-.::.(; ;:;:L'l2, ,,7:2: 
were gratified by the extraordinary degree of solidarity or the 
countrie s and hope this will continue. 

The politicization of raw materials issues stalemated the ener 
Prepcon. It is now in the interests of the industrialized cou!'"tries 
to coordinate with one another to ensure a common approacD. to 
the developing countries and demands for abandonment of t~:e presen: 

.... r/),\ 

~ <....\ 
international economic system. ({",Oft' 
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5. 	 We are prepared to conSlQ.er realistic proposaL:; IeI' (: ." 
specific areas where change is of 8ub;:;tantivE: 
agreeable. Increases in developing country income 1::;~ 

achieved primarily through increased productior. t::<:.cc; 1: ::..:: 

particularly unrealistic to think that large scale TS C':.c, 

take place in a stagnating world economy or on the basis c:: ''';~ 

by developing countries for 11 reparations. II 

6. 	 We must convince developing countries of our gen'-1i:::e ino"u :...~ .,~ 

finding solutions to commodity problems and of the nece.3 _ ~:) 

tailor solutions to the individual commodities. We muse 2._:) 

them that they must move from their radical demancis to ~'::,0_ 

realistic bargaining. 

Middle East 

1. 	 I am looking forward to my talks with Sadat. 

2. 	 The Middle East situation is, of course, dangerous for 
since without some significant diplomatic movement there viill 
almost certainly be an eventual resumption of hostilities a"~·:: 

oil embargo -- even" though the Arabs appear at present s'~i_l i.:-~tE::':-.': 

on diplomatic progress. The problern is how to get arourrd Is rae~r s 
apparent rigidity. 

Our reassessment has been prOlonged because its outcorIle r..atura~~·;
depends in good part on the attitude of the partie s and we are 
for some change. As yet we have made no decision on a d::;?lor:ca:i::: 
option. The choices are to resume the suspended nego-:::ia:ier.s ave': 
the Sinai passes and oil fields, or try for a broader interi:::-.-: ree
ment, or go squarely for a comprehensive settlement, L:e 

possibility of it resulting in a series of interim agreem2r.·~s. ~:o:.; 

have we made any firm decisions on Geneva, although this sec:~s 
more and more likely as time goes by with nO signs of rr.ovement. 

4. We are under heavy pressure from Israel and its supporter2 b. 
U. S., on the one hand, and Sadat and the other Arabs, or. othe r, 
to take a public stand in their favor. 
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5. 	 We have been firm in not entering into any new 0:: 0C:C::0:--'::c:'::: 

arrangements with Israel while the reassessrlJ.erJ.t cOl1tir.u,'C:;, -2C'.: ,;:,",::; 

have had no new diplomatic proposals from then1. Sadae is ';:)e cOcc_:'::'-_::! 

more anxious because political al'ld economic pres su:::-e s 0.:::.. }:'~::-'::-c a:.-;:; 
increasing, partly generated by the USSR. C . date:3 r t~-:e 

Arabs will be the Arab Summit on June 28 e;.nd :;,£ 'C":\Z:: 
on July 25, so something must begin to move this 

6. 	 I hope my meetings in Salzburg with Sadat and 

together with Secretary Kissinger! s meeting with 

ago, will provide a clearer idea of what is 


Cyprus 

1. 	 The continuing lack of a negotiated settle:i.nent 0:.1 Cypnls i.:: ia:-:::ca6:~"":; 

to the Alliance and has weakened its strategic s rr" fl2.~·.:,~. T_ 

is therefore important to the Alliance - - as we as to t~l2; --:2.::':~e.3 


that a solution be found. The United States will ccrctir"'..:e:c :)i~2::: 


its good offices in assisting the parties to s 

solution. 


2. 	 It is in this spirit that I met with the Greek and "J::~r-,_e 

ministers. I am hopeful that these m.eetings, r wi''::~-: rc::c:en: 
direct Greek- Turkish and Cypriot intercommunal cor.tact::, will 
momentum for progress toward a settlerr...ent acceptable to 2.~1 

parties -- Greece, Turkey and Cyprus. 

Bilateral Issues (if raised by Trudeau) 

1. 	 Energy: Continued consultation and collaboration are nece S 5 a_ 
prevent energy matters from becoming more divisive in C'2.r 

relations. I appreciate Canada' s assurances that nah::.ral 5 :::5 
will not be curtailed but regret that the recently annourcced. .::"a';:..l=a~ 

gas price increases could not be phased over a longer pe to 
allow consumers more time to adjust to the higher prices. 
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2. 	 Cuban Trade: I am aware of Canadian concern re s L':::)~e 
restrictions on Cuban trade by U. S" subs s ope:;.,~ati::; ~''" 

Canada. We are continuing to review tl:is aspect cur C ""~.!. 

policy and, in the meantime, are reviewing expoTt licE:::lse 
applications on a case by case basis. 

Biographic sketches and additional background mate 
bilateral briefing book at the tab marked Canada. 
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